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The transformation of energy systems into a sustainable future will be impossible without chemical energy conversion

Introduction

The 5th oil price shock[1-3] started from anticipated shortages in availability and supply of the most visible energy carrier and created intensive responses throughout the society prevailing now already since several years. Besides coping with the eco-political issues we all feel for the first time that the present energy supply system needs some fundamental changes. Both, the finite resources of fossil liquid fuels and the high awareness for the climate changes[4-8] resulting from our fossil fuel consumption have sensitized the society and hence also the scientific community. Chemistry is reacting more sensitively as in earlier „oil crises“ as it provides a critical contribution through catalysis and material science for all non-nuclear alternative energy conversion processes. This time, however, many other sciences also react[9-12] to the challenge creating an interdisciplinary wave of activities in energy research.

Energy research is a broad interdisciplinary topic. A large variety of fundamental approaches are proposed and actively pursued in order to address the different issues of sustainable and safe energy supply strategies. Several reviews[13-18] deal with the overall strategy for creating an energy mix that introduces mainly completely novel approaches of energy conversion. As it is clear that energy cannot be created we always deal with conversion processes. Many of them involve molecular or solid energy carriers and thus it is evident that chemistry is at the centre of the energy challenge. Chemical science can control the energetic “cost” of the conversion of energy carriers. After all, our present fossil energy carriers were created by biochemical processes in photosynthesis and later converted to its present high-density form by geochemical processes.

This concept paper seeks at elucidating the pivotal role of chemistry in pursuing actively the transition from the fossil energy scenarios to more sustainable energy supply systems. The likewise most relevant issues about primary electricity generation, about electricity distribution[19, 20] and about energy saving strategies are not covered here to maintain some clarity in the approach. The role of nuclear fission and fusion technologies is not discussed in depth. The paper intends at clarifying some underlying lines of thought and thus refrains from discussing individual examples for its theses. Examples can be found in the literature quoted that is selected to illustrate points made in the text and not to cover the issue in any exhaustive way.

Energy and Climate

It is now recognized by everybody that global warming is a large-scale experiment[7] that mankind started without knowing the boundary conditions and the complexity[5, 21] of the interactions in the climate system. The cause of the climate change is the chemical conversion of carbonaceous materials into thermal and derived forms of energy. Not only direct combustion but also excessive and inadequate land use practices[22-24] contribute
substantially to the greenhouse gas emission. The most important lesson to learn from the evolving situation is not to create alternative or “renewable” energy systems[25] without exactly understanding their involvement in the complex regulatory systems of our planet. That means that all concepts of future energy conversion must be designed and verified in the light of their impact on the various biological and physico-chemical regulatory systems on earth. The often used word ”sustainability” has not only a term describing the balance between input of energy carriers and output of waste but contains also a kinetic term[4, 26-29] describing the time constant of equilibration between input and output. The neglect of this kinetic term caused the climate change problem to arise. Great care is needed when energy scenarios are classified as “renewable” and “regenerable” as much less obvious[26, 28] unwanted consequences than the emission of carbon dioxide may occur from large-scale chemical conversions of energy carriers. Typical examples are the consequences of energy farming for biodiversity, the residence time of emitted carbon dioxide in the atmosphere[4, 27-29] over various ecosystems or the consequences of large-scale deposition of carbon dioxide in deep seawater or in aquifers[30, 31] underground.

It is most relevant to consider energy conversion scenarios as hierarchical systems of process chains encompassing the generation of energy carriers, the conversion of energy carriers, the management of the waste products and effects of the usage of the energy liberated. A typical example of the complexity of interactions was the recent price explosion for foodstuff caused by the still small-scale energy farming[32]. This example highlights that not only scientific but also sociological-political factors[33] are of decisive influence on the evolution of the energy challenge. These implications are not discussed in the present work although some base assumptions influence the construction of plausible energy scenarios described below.

Even for purely chemical considerations the systemic approach demands not only considerations about efficiency, security and sustainability of the processes but also about the availability of critical materials for the intended scale of use. In this respect the application of noble metals or their compounds exemplified with the use of Pt, Ir and Ru is a critical issue. For all grid-scale sustainable applications chemistry has to provide solutions circumventing the use of such elements or minimizing their application to the absolute essential level. The extent to which this is possible is not yet clear, as despite phenomenological approaches such as high-throughput screening[34] only limited systematic approaches[35, 36] were applied. A promising development[37, 38] is the facile creation of a complex molecular electrocatalyst based on Co-phosphate species. The highly dynamical character of the system[39] capable of oxygen evolution is reminiscent on the dynamics of phosphate catalysts[40, 41] used for the inverse process of catalytic selective oxidation. The deliberate exploitation of structural dynamics for a catalytic system is considered as a guiding principle for finding novel material solutions that can be used under the constraints of the sustainable energy conversion.

The big picture
The already significant modification of the climate by CO₂ emission calls for a most rapid reduction of further emissions. Chemistry can contribute to this task in multiple ways as discussed below but few of these contributions will be large on the scale of present emissions within short timescales of below one decade. The fastest method is saving emissions by saving energy through existing technologies and behavioral adaptations. Large emission savings can further be realized by using immediately the already existing solutions for a better efficiency of thermal energy conversion even if this requires the rapid replacement of fossil power stations. This measure must be supported by an intelligent management of distribution grids[13, 20] allowing the utilization of renewable primary electricity. These measures can buy time to allow chemistry to develop and implement the measures described below. It is unrealistic to promise large-scale novel solutions from chemistry for a sustainable energy
system to be effective within the next decade. The more it is essential not to lose out on the momentum of the “Energiewende” initiated in 2011 and to work towards the necessary innovations. This seems hampered by the complex interplay of stakeholders in the energy system that is only to a limited extent a technological system.

Although many speak about the “energy system” it is poorly defined what are the key components and who are their stakeholders. Some insight into the complex relations between technical and non-technical aspects are essential to estimate the chances that sufficient attention is dedicated to the necessary technical breakthroughs and their scientific basis that alone enable the desired energy sustainability. The timescales of the energy transformation request that this attention is being paid over several legislative periods, a task requiring practical action of the scientific community in information and communication. The Max-Planck-Institute for chemical energy conversion (MPI CEC) contributes to this task in several ways but in particular through its webpage www.solarify.de.

The by far predominant part of our energy systems is based on actual or historic sunlight. The actual form of the German energy system including realizations and concepts of transformation pathways into sustainability is represented in Figure 1. This Figure does not imply any quantitative description and omits all layers of non-technical system components. The energy that is stored in structural and functional materials is also not shown in this diagram. Such a system would be fully functional if we did not over-utilize the fossil part with consequences for our climate and with issues for geopolitical stability with decreasing abundance of fossil resources.

Figure 1: A simple view on the energy system. “CEC” stands for chemical energy conversion. The red arrow indicates the chemical transformation of biomass in geological timescales into fossil energy carriers. The two elements in blue boxes indicate critical contributions of actual chemistry to the transformation of the system into a low-fossil state. Their poor functioning today will limit the progress in system transformation for economical reasons soon and for technical reasons in possibly a decade from now.

We may ask why we cannot stabilize such a simple system that requires already two technological components that are not yet developed to an extent to be useful on world-scale dimensions. Both are systems storing electricity in chemical bonds that can either be recuperated as electricity (battery) for the price of low storage capacities or require another conversion step with significant losses but exhibiting storage capacities three orders of
magnitude larger than batteries: solar fuels through chemical energy conversion. To answer our question we need considering a more complete array of key influence factors on the energy system. These and some components constituting the energy system are displayed in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: (red) some key factors controlling the energy system through (blue) elements describing the properties of the system. Only selected interrelations are indicated. The contributions of science and technologies are absolutely critical but must be seen in the concert of many factors outside of the technology arena.](image)

It becomes clear that a large number of factors and elements are non-technical in nature. Hence it would be naïve to treat the problem of stabilizing the energy system between the use of fossil and renewable resources as a purely technical challenge. Could we implement the technologically feasible renewable energy generation now and on a global scale we would have still a long time to go until we can no longer compensate the volatility of solar energy by fossil energy carriers. Such a solution is presently made complicated by influences from the economic and political arenas controlling the energy system.

Energy is made available for users consuming it individually and collectively in organizations called “companies” and “societies”. These collective bodies organize their representation in different ways but are presently dominated by considerations of economy and finance to such an extent that is seems impossible to optimize the energy system against the sole descriptor “prize”. As scientists we have to recognize this fact as all our efforts and our necessary requests for funding will be interrogated for maintaining this descriptor low. “Uneconomical” solutions or their fundamental science will be without much chance, as long as not additional descriptors for the energy systems such as “sustainability” will be imposed on the existing energy system and its control structure indicated in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Conceptual and practical hierarchy of key stakeholders deciding over the evolution of the energy system. The width of the boxes indicates the number of options available in each category of decisions. The need is obvious for science and technology to broaden the base of options for the evolution of the energy system.

The hierarchy of decisions indicated in Figure 3 as “conceptual” is not given by deep scientific insight but should be understood as one suggestion allowing rational implementations of sustainable energy systems. The desired conceptual structure requires a broad societal dialogue and a decision process directed by politics. It is not the intention of the author to deepen this discussion. It seems however adequate to raise this point in order to qualify the mission that science has for the energy transformation. The elements of the energy system dealing with the technological options and their scientific basis are to be understood as offers of viable options. On the basis of a responsible assessment of the consequences of their implementation for the anthroposphere[42] the choice and implementation needs decisions from outside the scientific community. It is, however, important to understand that efforts in prioritizing and pushing scientific activities to overcome the technical hurdles of the energy transformation are impeded as long as no directions of the energy transformation are agreed between the stakeholders. Such agreement can be promoted by constant request coming from science towards society to unlock the solution potential of technology. The impact of scientific discoveries on energy technology will come only with substantial temporal delay of decades, as the dimensions of the energy systems are so large. The evolution of novel approaches in energy conversion into proven world-scale technologies and the necessary investments make rapid contributions on the time scale of periods of legislative bodies unlikely.

**Dimensions and dynamics**

The global primary energy consumption (by 2010) is about 18 billion tons coal equivalents (SKE) per year. This very large number contains the net used energy plus the large contribution for the losses of energy conversion. The US consume 3.2 billion tons, Germany takes 0.47 billion tons. From these 470 Mt the amount of 316 Mt are consumed as end energies the rest of 154 Mt are conversion losses. This compares for example with 83 Mt equivalents of all gas imports of Germany. These numbers tell that any effort to reduce losses from converting energy carriers is of great relevance now and also in future energy scenarios.

Chemistry as the underlying science of energy conversion can play a substantial role in bringing down these losses. This refers to processes of combustion and chemical synthesis of materials as well as to designing materials enabling more energy-efficient processes and end uses. Solid-state lighting and materials for insulating buildings are prominent examples for everybody with significant impact on their energy bills. Figure 4 gives an impression of the cross-sectional function of chemistry in the energy challenge.
Figure 4: Chemistry plays a strategic role in transforming the energy system. It is not confined to the energy storage issue with renewable energy but also greatly affects existing streams of technology enabling better energy efficiency. Note the role of chemical process design achieved mainly by catalysis and the contribution of material science.

Catalysis plays the pivotal role in the efforts for improving processes in energy efficiency. This science deals with the control of energy barriers and thus allows designing reactions with high selectivity and rapid performance. Heterogeneous[43] and electro-catalysis[44] will be the workhorses of the initial generations of renewable energy conversion systems. Molecular catalysis in artificial[39] or biological systems may, however, increasingly contribute not only to effective transformations of energy storage systems, but in later generations of energy systems maybe also to direct solar light conversion through photocatalytic[37, 45-50] systems. Bio-catalytic processes will be of relevance for the safe sequestration of CO₂, as they convert under direct solar energy utilization gaseous diluted CO₂ into carbon-dense precursor materials for safe and useful deposition.

With respect to the still large losses in our present fossil-based energy conversion, chemistry could make a very substantial saving contribution[51] now and also in a sustainable system with solar storage fuels if we could convert fuels[52] into electricity without flames and the losses of Carnot machines. PEM cells for alcohols or solid oxide fuel cells for solid carbon ex coal [53-56] or carbon–based primary elements are examples of such concepts. An alternative use for solid fuels like coal would be their gasification for electricity generation and the upgrade of the generated synthesis gas with hydrogen from renewable sources generating fuels[42] or chemicals.

The scale of chemical conversions for energy is roughly 10 times larger than the scale of the global chemical industry. When we create new processes it is thus not only important to be as effective as possible but also to consider the scalability of a process from its material requirement as well as from its unit operations. The design strategy of chemical plants has brought about an excellent toolbox[57] for estimating such aspects of a new process already in early stages of development. This practice should also be implemented in the search for energy solutions.
This paper does not aim at describing all the many approaches towards energy conversion[33, 58-60] that chemists have described over the years and recently after the general awareness about the energy challenge. It rather focuses on the contributions expected from chemistry to initiate technologically the re-structuring of our present energy scenario. Many of the novel approaches such as those intending to design the “artificial leaf” [61] are still far from becoming relevant to “grid-scale” technologies and many of these approaches will face problems with fulfilling the sustainability[33, 62] criteria when considered as technological systems. Some of them will circumvent all these obstacles and will contribute as advanced generations of energy conversion technologies to future energy scenarios. It is thus detrimental to the total effort to pre-select the topics at which energy research should concentrate on. Chemical energy research should enable the identification and verification of ingenious concepts of chemical conversion and of materials that create new technologies.

It is, on the other hand, necessary to focus to a certain extent onto those issues[58, 59, 63, 64] that are critical for the near or foreseeable future. Many of them have to deal with conversion of solar energy into a storable energy carrier[65-70]. Storage of primary energy can occur both in energy carrier chemicals and in battery electrodes[71, 72] having the advantage of allowing for facile recovery of the electrical energy. It appears to be most critical to enable the transition from purely fossil energy systems to a mixed situation with an increasing contribution of renewable energy that allows phasing out fossil fuel technologies (such as saving on heating for buildings or rebuilding inefficient thermal power stations). It is the purpose of this paper to draw the attention towards selecting some of these focal challenges for chemistry. The approach rests upon assuming generalized energy supply scenarios and analyzing the resulting systems network in terms of bottlenecks. Fundamental research challenges result from this analysis for circumventing the bottlenecks in large dimensions while observing the boundary conditions of sustainability and climate compatibility outlined above. Attempts in this direction and towards sustainability are by no means new but have inspired generations of chemists since the ages of the Industrial Revolution. The fact that we have still no satisfying toolbox of fundamental insights and resulting technological options indicates that the underlying science problems are tough and need large concerted efforts for their solution.

The temporal dynamics of the energy system demands different types of measures for the integration of renewable energies with the fossil infrastructure and with our demand structure. This integration is the cornerstone in all policies driving the energy transformation. The co-existence of fossil and renewable energy systems will prevail for many decades and shortcomings in their integration will strongly hinder the whole transformation process. The example of the German energy system shall illustrate some scales at which actions are necessary. The author suggests that a network of measures linking different technologies such as chemical energy conversion, pumped hydro storage or thermal energy storage will deliver stable solutions and that consequently pre-selection of the related fundamental science is adverse to the target as long as each science-based alternative fulfills the above mentioned boundary conditions. This holds the more if we consider that energy systems are different in the regions of the world and likely will need different packages of measures for their transformation.

In Figure 5 some data are given on the temporal evolution of the German energy system and of the US system for comparison.
Figure 5: Selected data on the temporal evolution of the German (A,B) and the US (C) energy systems. (A) presents the CO₂ emissions from several energy carriers in Germany after the unification of the country. (B) presents the contributions of different energy sources for electricity generation in Germany over the same time span as Figure (A). (C) reports the same data as Figure (B) for the US energy system.

The CO₂ emissions of Germany show besides some short-term wiggles caused by seasonal and economic events a general trend of stability after the de-industrialization of East Germany and after the still ongoing replacement of oil by gas for heat generation. The electricity generation in Germany is still dominated by thermal processes based on coal and lignite followed by nuclear energy. This contribution is gradually replaced by renewable generation initiated by the increasing age of the nuclear installations and the lacking acceptance of this technology. Renewable energy plants grew rapidly by capital-driven investments into revenue streams secured through national legislation (EEG). In the United States not only the dimensions of electricity generation are differing from that of Germany but also the stability of contributions from the various energy carriers. In particular, renewable sources play a subordinate relative (not on the absolute scale) role and no trend in reducing nuclear power can be seen.

The impressive contribution of renewable electricity in Germany lies on a steep trend towards becoming a major source of electrical energy in this country. At the timescale of annual integration no issues of integration can be seen as renewable outperforms the unwanted nuclear and thermal energy is adapting to the new market situation. The challenge becomes more apparent when we increase the temporal resolution to single days in the year of 2013. This is shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6: Time resolved generation of renewable electricity. (A) The solar peak in the German national grid during a summer day in 2013 fits well to the daily demand maximum. (B) A winter storm in January 2013 is out of phase with the daily load profile of the German national grid. (C) A single solar generator on an autumn day exhibits massive spikes in its generation profile lasting for some seconds arising from cloud shadowing.

The integration of renewable electricity generation with the demand structure can be without problems as indicated in Figure 6(A), but can easily create substantial challenges both for the dispatch of the grid and for local elements of the grid with rapid current changes at timescales where thermal power stations have problems to accommodate.

Regardless which grid structure and what load management will be introduced it is obvious that some sort of cascade storage system with differing response times and capacities would greatly support the operation of the grid now and will be indispensable at substantially larger fractions of volatile electricity (see also Figure 1). This storage function can be executed to a limited extent by thermo-mechanical storage[15, 17, 73-76] (pumped hydro, compressed air storage, heat storage media) or by biomass[32, 77-81]. Both options are in use today and from there we can conclude that response times and energy densities are inadequate for the storage requirements estimated to arise from a large fraction of volatile primary energy as basis of sustainable energy systems.

We consider thus the contributions of chemical energy conversion in the form of batteries and storage molecules. They represent two classes of storage systems. Whereas batteries[71, 72, 82] have limited impact on grid operations in the short-term operation but are relevant for e-mobility[83, 84] and for decentralized energy systems[13], the use of chemical bonds in synthetic energy carrier molecules generates a long-term load of substantial capacity during overproduction. The storage products can be used either in the electrical or in other parts of the energy system to reduce fossil energy carrier consumption. The immediate back-conversion of products from “power-to-chemicals” (p2c) is only necessary in the more distant future when fossil carriers will be scarce.
For the design and construction of such storage systems it is clear that large dimensions are needed for a detectable impact on the national grid representing only a tiny fraction of the global electrical system. The volatility of the electricity input creates for chemical storage the challenge of intermittent operation and substantial dead times during the year. Both generate constraints on operational stability and on the economics, which in turn limit process conditions (variable temperatures and material loads) and the economic value of materials in use. The author dares to state that none of the chemical energy storage systems that we conceptually have in the laboratory[12, 38, 85-88] would fulfill these boundary conditions at the required scale. It must be stressed that much effort was already spent during earlier phases of augmented energy research to address these challenges with clearly limited success.

These observations allow for two conclusions. One is that the underlying fundamental science is not adequately developed to rationally design energy storage processes. This will be discussed in more detail below. Here it should be stated that the Max-Planck-Society with its exclusive dedication to fundamental science has reacted to this need and founded in 2012 a new MPI for chemical energy conversion (MPI CEC) in Mülheim/Ruhr. This institute addresses the basic chemical energy science with an integrated approach towards understanding and designing catalytic processes for converting small molecules like water, nitrogen and CO$_2$ into energy carriers. It tackles this challenge by cross-linking theory with experiment and in an orthogonal vector molecular with interfacial catalysis. Chemo- electro- and photo-catalysis are studied with the aim of generating solar fuels on the basis of understanding the potentials and limitations of these approaches. The photosynthesis reaction suite that evolved in nature is used as inspiration and benchmark for the evolution of knowledge. The special dedication of the MPI calls for a technology transfer unit implemented as company joint with the State of Northrhine-Westfalia and the Fraunhofer Society, as the MPG by itself is ill-equipped to develop scalable energy technologies within its profile of activities.

The other consequence is that we do not sufficiently know about the multitude of options. We need substantial efforts in “blue-skies” research creating novel options and unconventional views on the energy conversion challenge. This need is only apparently in contrast to the clear dedication of energy science. The German National Academy has expressed this critical desire in its white paper on research needs for the energy transformation (http://www.leopoldina.org/de/publikationen/detailansicht/?publication[publication]=295).

A technical energy scenario

In the literature applications of energy scenarios[13-17, 89] are discussed that describe economic or climatic consequences of regional developments. These scenarios assume different types of forcing from markets and politics and predict the consequences in macroscopic variables. The approaches document the necessity to discuss energy chemistry in systemic contexts. Non-technical factors are emphasized with a strong weight controlling the implementation and the use of energy technologies. The technologies themselves occur just as parameters in these scenarios.

In the present work a different type of scenario is used. It is based upon networks of technologies (represented as individual “black boxes”) required to convert and store energy. Without economic or political forcing the interaction is described of critical unit operations for providing energy to various non-related and non-coordinated applications (transportation, communication, production, domestic, retailing). The networks concentrate on chemical aspects and omit all physics-based components. They assume the existence of grid systems for exchange of electrical energy, for information exchange and for bulk material transport.
It is suggested to use the instrument of energy scenarios to identify research efforts leading through de-bottlenecking of the network to a large impact of sustainable energy generation on the present fossil energy mix. Essential ingredients into future energy scenarios are besides sustainability[90] the continuity in usage of existing technologies wherever possible. Further, the scenarios rely on primary solar energy and aim at minimizing the usage of fossil energy carriers. The contribution of biomass is indispensable for closing the carbon cycle[4, 91] as long as we use carbon-based energy storage systems and structural materials. The use of biomass is restricted in these scenarios to a minimum on account for a possible interference with food production[32, 92] and for the unknown risks for biodiversity and ecology associated with excessive energy farming.

It is imperative to minimize the greenhouse gas emission as fast as possible in order to keep the already unavoidable consequences of climate change[4, 7, 93] to their minimum. For the scientific justification of this postulate see the reports[89] of IPCC. For this motivation the utilization of CO$_2$ as a “raw material” is considered[94] as integral part of the solar energy storage portfolio. The use of this energetically “unreasonable” raw material in energy storage creates an additional sink for the most relevant greenhouse gas for the prize of significant expenditures on renewable chemical energy likely in the form of hydrogen.

Realistic energy scenarios take into account that the ownership of fossil and non-fossil energy carriers is not identical and thus a competition will result with a strong retarding momentum for the out-phasing of fossil energy carriers. The time scales and severity of this competitive situation will be largely determined by socio-political factors and by the awareness of the general public as indicated above.

In Figure 7 we present a technical scenario describing major components of an energy system in transition from fossil to renewable primary energy supply. The scenario links the world of energy carrier materials with the world of electricity. The sun delivers all primary energy but its collection and conversion technologies vary broadly from biomass to artificial leafs. The energy system displayed can well convert chemical energy into electricity mostly by combustion, conceptually also by flameless oxidation. It cannot, however, back-convert electricity into material energy storage with the notable exception of “batteries” designating accumulators. The storage of volatile photo-electrical energy in molecules through the artificial leaf device or through coupling electricity generation with electrolysis[95-99] are no existing technologies as judged by their readiness for world-scale deployment. The lack of reliable cheap and stable conversion technologies for electricity represents the most critical bottleneck in transforming the present fossil-only energy systems into a sustainable operation. Bulk amounts of primary electricity cannot be matched in their temporal availability to the temporal evolution of demand, even not with the most advanced regulatory tools of the smart grid[19, 20]. With the long-term reduction of base-load fossil power stations the as-requested supply of electricity will become more difficult as exemplified with Figure 6 and the grid system may become unreliable. To operate in stable modes energy systems based on primary electricity will need a chemical bulk storage solution as replacement or addition to fossil fuels. This justifies placing the energy storage issue at the top of the priority list for future energy scenarios.
Figure 7: A “chemical” view on an energy system allowing for the transition from fossil-based to renewable energy-based. The blue boxes denote sub-systems where chemistry has still to contribute novel solutions for their useful implementation. The blue arrows designate the critical processes where electrical energy needs conversion into chemical energy. The central combustion process is well developed as flame-based process family but could still be massively improved if flameless oxidation reactions would be possible.

Without effective and fast storage plus recovery systems there is only limited control over the temporal distribution of energy. The capacity of the electrical energy grid is even with intelligent management strategies limited to about 15 – 20% of the load in regulating temporal differences between supply and demand. Larger fluctuations need to be dispatched by reducing the efficiency of combustion power stations that lead to enhanced CO$_2$ emission despite extensive utilization of renewable energy. Such a negative feedback situation is recorded since 2012 in the German electricity system that increases CO$_2$ emission with increasing renewable energy use.

A large number of future energy consumers has no access to an electricity grid infrastructure. It may be debated[100] if the construction of grid infrastructures will be the most suitable solution; if not, then decentralized chemical energy storage of primary electricity will be required. Suitable technologies may be not the most effective storage systems but they must operate in rough environments without much supervision and without being able to rely on economy-of-scale advantages. This may require completely different chemical storage solutions than obtained from scale-down strategies of systems indicated in the present scenario. The development of such strategies has a high priority to be able to compete in time with the tendency to build a grid in the developing parts of the world. It is remarkable that in this debate[100] mostly socio-economic arguments and not technological possibilities play a decisive role.

The direct chemical utilization[45, 46, 49] of sunlight in artificial leaf systems leading to energy storage molecules (photosplitting of water or other photochemistry) represents a huge challenge for the chemist[101, 102]. This is based upon the notion that it is very hard to optimize simultaneously a network of photon-driven charge separation systems and devices allowing the use of the energy from the charge separation immediately for conversion into chemical energy[60, 65, 66, 73] within a single material combination. This is due to conflicting property requirements for the sub-systems and multiple material interfaces the design of which we still have to learn. The fascination of the idea to combine the solar energy
conversion with chemical energy storage into a single step process is not disregarded[46, 50] but from the present status to a sustainable and scalable process there is still a long way to go.

A large fraction of the primary electricity from solar sources (Figure 7) can be used directly; a smaller fraction may be stored in batteries[13, 71, 72] partly operating in mobile applications such as cars and partly smoothing in the grid the steep flanks of volatile power contributions (see Figure 6). Decentralized electricity supply solutions will most likely need batteries. A long-term form of electrochemical energy storage systems represent redox-flow batteries[103] in which the energy is stored in electrolyte fluids; such systems are fast and can store large amounts of energy but are of low energy density and thus only suitable for stationary applications.

Current research into batteries is largely phenomenological[13, 71, 72, 82, 104-107] resulting in a multiplicity of “design” philosophies and still incremental improvements in performance. The necessary breakthrough to increase specific storage capacities will have to rely on an in-depth understanding of the complex interface processes involving the charge-carrying[108, 109] chemical species (Li) during discharge and charge[110] of the battery. Only few studies work systemically with a battery constituting the co-operation of electrodes, electrolyte and membrane. The general practice of studying single electrode reactions obscures the view on the systemic function of single cells and even of cell stacks relevant for applications. The most studied process of Li metal storage is much better understood than the other equally necessary unit operations of the battery. A bottleneck in the advancement of batteries is the cathode having to store Li ions and electrical charge carriers simultaneously. Here a new conceptual solution is required. The much praised solution of a [111, 112]metal-air battery is in its practical rechargeable realization also plagued by issues of solid state kinetics and irreversibility of phase change processes. Many aspects of material transport through membranes, adsorption or intercalation into electrode solids and charge-exchange processes are not yet understood on the necessary atomic level. In particular, the solid-solid reaction processes occurring during charging and discharging in batteries[71, 106, 113] represent an area of fundamental research[9-12] concentrating on issues of defect dynamics, grain boundary chemistry and reversibility of internal nanostructuring.

Design and control of these properties in functional storage materials require robust synthetic concepts[114-116] and in-situ analytical tools rarely used[108, 117, 118] so far. The augmented use of solid state NMR gave clear insight into the complexity[108, 109] of the system Li-ion battery under operation. New in-situ tools are needed which provide experimental access to solid-fluid interfaces at ambient conditions. Synchrotron-based electron spectroscopy at tunable high energy and high resolution[119] can offer such information[118, 120-122]. Scalable synthetic concepts based upon composite materials such as nanostructured carbon systems[11, 123, 124] will be carried further and extended to other functions aiming at replacing expensive or in bulk amounts unavailable electrode materials such as Ru oxide[125, 126]. Progress in this area depends on the capacity to handle the complexity of solid-liquid and solid-solid interfaces without present-day simplifications that prevent facile transfer of existing fundamental knowledge into functional systems.

Combining solid-state chemistry with electrochemistry[127] is critical for the whole energy issue and has far-reaching implications beyond batteries into many aspects of the energy challenge such as fuel cells and water electrolysis. The operation of solid-state storage systems for thermal energy[128, 129] or hydrogen[18, 130, 131] depends crucially on defect engineering and on nanostructuring in order to allow reversible diffusion processes to occur with constant kinetics. Electrochemistry could serve as diagnostic tool in these systems. The interdisciplinary nature of such research is realized[132] but rarely approached[9-12], as substantial disciplinary boundaries exist between experimentalists in both fields and theorists.
A chemical intermediate energy carrier is hydrogen[18, 46, 66, 99, 133, 134] that may be used in energy conversion plants either as storage molecule by itself or as precursor for other chemical systems intended for bulk transportation, storage and for end users. In the scenario of Figure 7 hydrogen is the central chemical storage form. In contrast to the common perception of “hydrogen economy”[34, 133, 135] it is here assumed that hydrogen will not become an energy carrier for the end user but rather be applied in processes dealing with energy storage in the background of the electricity grid.

Hydrogen generation from water electrolysis[37, 38, 96, 134] is a fundamental challenge to electrochemistry and material science. Neither the present efficiency nor the applied electrode materials render present technologies scalable to grid dimensions with realistic life times and economic performances. As this challenge has been tackled for quite some time it is expected that massive progress in understanding the underlying interfacial processes[136, 137] as well as tailoring surface electronic structures[138] of electrode materials of non-noble metals[139, 140] will be needed for any scenario utilizing solar primary energy. Substantial help for designing and understanding[98, 141] the relevant experiments comes from theory. Reaction mechanisms and derived descriptors for the prediction of the most relevant surface properties of electrode materials are being developed allowing to conclude that new compositions besides the conventional noble metals focusing on Ru and Pt can be found[97] for water splitting applications. The discovery of the Co-phosphate system[37] is a promising step in this direction.

Like in the battery case where one single process (the storage of Li ions) is strongly limiting also in the electro-catalytic reaction sequence of water splitting one step namely the evolution of oxygen (OER) is the difficult[142, 143] reaction. This conceptually unnecessary reaction is absolutely vital to the whole energy storage function as the discharge of the O\(^2\) ions provides the electrons needed to generate molecular hydrogen. It is thus not adequate to circumvent the OER by using “sacrificial donors” for electrons as in a systemic view there no room for large-scale electron sources besides oxygen anions.

The reason for this difficulty lies in the material transformation of the metallic (metal or conducting oxide) electrode during oxygen evolution. The active form of the system is metal-oxide hydrate[144] in non-crystalline form forming an over-layer on the metal or oxide bulk conductor. The thickness of this over-layer determines the resistance of the electron transfer and thus part of the “overpotential”[145] being lost activating energy and creates structural and dimensional instability. The hydrous oxide slowly condenses into a poorly crystalline metal oxide being insulating and forming a deactivating crust on the working electrode. This happens both on e.g metallic noble Pt[146] and on conducting Ru-or Ir oxides[147] becoming non-stoichiometric and unstable during operation[148, 149] and dissolve in the electrolyte. This material dynamics explains also why supported noble metal systems on carbon are unstable. Their interface is chemically modified during operation and in addition, carbon itself is only kinetically stable against electro-oxidation at potentials of the OER reaction.

These observations tie in with the described instability of the Co-phosphate system[37, 38] and also the Mn-oxide system[150] suffers from chemical instability. A conceptual breakthrough is required[44, 151] here optimizing the opposing trends of required chemical dynamics with likewise necessary dimensional stability of the active phase in OER. Knowing all this it becomes better understandable why in nature[61, 152, 153] a small inorganic Ca-Mn\(3\)O\(4\) cluster is embedded in a large and complex protein scaffold and why this cluster changes its structure[154, 155] during the water splitting reaction sequence reversibly.

The combination of water electrolysis and primary electricity generation from PV[96] or from wind[156] has been studied quantitatively and reveals clearly that a combination of
electrolysis with storage of hydrogen is a technologically and scalable option exceeding other forms of electricity storage by far in efficiency and in storage capacity. The study using a PV array[96] further demonstrated that such technologies can well operate in a stand-alone mode and would not require backing-up by a grid system.

Hydrogen is unsafe for energy transfer over long distances. The transformation of hydrogen into a safe transport form is thus desirable for bulk energy transport. Ammonia[157-161] is a transport form of hydrogen[88, 162] that does not contribute to the carbon footprint of energy supply. It can be manufactured practically without any energy loss and a transport infrastructure for grid-relevant dimensions of ammonia already exists to supply the fertilizer demands in the world. The ammonia splitting reaction is less-well developed and requires for fundamental reasons[163] a different catalyst than used for the forward synthesis[164] reaction. Multiple efforts in this direction show promising results so that an ammonia exchange energy chain[88, 158, 165] is quite feasible. The frequent concerns expressed with the possible use of ammonia as energy storage system address the toxicity and the smell as well as the potent greenhouse effect of ammonia causing severe constraints for leakage. Most of these concerns arise from a biased comparison of energy carrier systems: would the existing petrochemical energy carrier systems be evaluated for the same criteria of handling safety, odor and toxicity and would the decades of development towards optimized handling systems be considered, then little difference in risk potentials would occur. The concerns are all valid to a certain extent but many measures can be taken to minimize the risks. This is evidently shown by the existing worldwide trading system of ammonia that operates at large scale without any major accident. The poor attention that ammonia is receiving as potent energy storage system (not for end-use applications but as medium-to long term trading and storage form) is caused by a strong influx of non-scientific arguments leading to a premature exclusion of a potential solution with low barriers towards large-scale application.

Alternative forms for hydrogen transport are methane or methanol[86, 166] (could be generated in dry sunny areas from CO₂ and solar hydrogen in a bi-directional gas transport operation yielding the valuable by-product water). Here substantial efforts in catalyst development and process design are still necessary[94, 167] to reach grid-scale molecular conversions with acceptable (as we face in the present energy supply system) energy losses. CO₂ may be considered as raw material for a variety of uses as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Uses of CO₂ as raw material. Solar hydrogen (cloud) is required in all conversion processes, including the biological fixation. The boxes in turquoise denote catalytic processes,
the green boxes stand for biological transformations. Methane is an intermediate and energy carrier, the red boxes denote products for the chemical industry.

There are multiple uses of the greenhouse gas as long as abundant solar hydrogen allows chemical transformation of CO₂, or biological processes can harvest CO₂ and the resulting biomass can be fermented or chemically refined. All these uses are, however, energetically uphill and require excessive solar energy to compensate for that. Figure 9 presents some thermodynamic data. CO₂ is a stable molecule and its activation through reductive transformations requires substantial energy generated mainly by the formation of water or of a larger oxidized hydrocarbon. It is interesting to see that coordination of water or of an additional oxygen atom lowers the energy still significantly disproving the argument that CO₂ is the “most stable molecule” and should not be used for further chemistry. These data also form the basis to understand that aqueous solutions of CO₂ are still reactive with respect to corrosion or mineralization, a fact that is most relevant for underground dumping in the CCS technology. CO₂ is a useful raw material at large scale when the unavoidable high-energy byproduct water is of additional value. It should be added that the collection and purification of the CO₂ presents a significant and energy-consuming “detail”, often ignored in the energy discussion. Otherwise the sequestration of CO₂ alone may be more effectively achieved by biological collection and chemical transformation into solid carbon as described in Figure 7.

Figure 9: Heat of formation data for some species related to CO₂. The data were taken from ref.[94]

The key purpose of CO₂ chemistry is the removal of the greenhouse gas in large quantities. This must be done without creating immediate or long-term dangers from a high-density storage of this in concentrated form deadly toxic gas. In Figures 7 and 8 its use is indicated in a cycle of converting solar hydrogen to synthetic fuel. This cycle may be seen as a chemical alternative to photosynthesis leading to hydrocarbons in contrast to oxygenated molecules such as carbohydrates resulting from the biological process. The energy density of the resulting products from such a chemical process chain is high. The efficiency per photon of solar energy may be low but will be substantially higher as if one would use existing biological systems to generate synthetic fuel (e.g. through growing corn and fermentation to alcohols followed by acid-base chemistry to arrive at hydrocarbons). If one combines solar hydrogen with solar thermal process energy[129] then quite substantial efficiencies can be expected.

The necessary catalytic technologies[168-174] to reduce CO₂ are in a state that large-scale processes can be operated. There is a good understanding[175] of the basic chemistry of the molecule and its activation by coordination to metal active sites. A beneficial boundary condition of such a process should be its stand-alone technology, i.e. its operation without having to connect the process to other chemical synthesis processes. This design is a prerequisite for scalability in decentralized units that are attached to the points of CO₂ creation avoiding further losses by transportation of this already energetically undesired process.
The use of methanol as primary energy storage molecule in the solar refinery indicated in Figure 7 bears the advantage that many downstream applications can benefit from chemical energy taken from electricity to be used in other applications of the energy system. This has been advocated strongly[86, 94, 166, 176] and is practiced already now where GTL (gas-to-liquid) processes[177-179] are being installed at world scale. The very demanding direct hydrogenation of CO\textsubscript{2} to methanol may be substituted with dry reforming of methane stemming from biological or photo-electrochemical reduction of CO\textsubscript{2} to methane[178, 180, 181] being however, also a process requiring substantial development. Whatever solution will be preferred or to what extent such scenarios will co-exist in different parts of the world is impossible to predict. It becomes clear, however, that the constituting processes need to be developed to large-scale maturity and then they may be combined as a “toolbox” to satisfy the demand for synthetic fuels and help reduce[17, 81] the CO\textsubscript{2} emission.

The hydrogenation of CO\textsubscript{2} to larger oxygenated molecules such as DME (dimethy ether) and the OME (oxomethyene ether) family[182] gives access to families of designer fuels for mobile applications with existing motor technologies. Such synthetic fuels carry in contrast to the alternative of Fischer-Tropsch-based molecular mixtures the unique option of perfect combustion without the formation of undesired particulate matter and allow omitting exhaust gas treatment systems from the power train.

The reverse conversion process of hydrogen generation is the oxidation of hydrogen to water leading to electrical energy. This can be done rather conventional by combustion in motors or turbines or by fuel cell[183-186] technologies. The resulting clean water is an additional valuable product in areas of the world where energy is used to generate drinking or irrigation water. The underlying chemical issues of catalytic oxidation of hydrogen are being studied since long[137, 187, 188] and have brought about many technologically viable solutions. One of the greatest problems is the need to use noble metals representing the same problem as for water electrolysis. It can be expected that the material issues will be solved together for both processes. There are additional challenges about high-temperature combustion requiring catalysts for avoiding nitrogen oxidation and materials for mobile parts of turbines in the high-temperature zones. The general advancement of combustion science[189] allows stating that these issues do not represent a critical bottleneck as compared to the storage of primary electricity in chemical bonds.

**A Master plan**

Considering these many details from only the contribution of chemistry we may ask how one coordinates such efforts into concerted action transforming the whole energy system. This can be achieved by a “master plan” describing the pathways of migration of each element in the energy system towards a target state that can be deduced from the overall target of the energy system. The complexity of the system and its multi-layered factors of influence discussed with Figures 2 and 3 plus the constantly changing situation of the whole anthropocene render it impossible to imagine a fixed and even quantitative target description of national energy system. The master plan as necessary as it is will thus be a moving target. This calls for a minimum of planning elements in it and for a maximum of flexibility utilized by the elements of the energy system to adapt to the main targets.

The present regulatory situation is the sheer opposite of such a simple and reliable master plan that would create trust of the stakeholders in their scientific, technological and economical investments. This trust is a core pre-requisite for a successful transformation. We see many even conflicting regulations, punctual subsidies, politically motivated preference of technologies and a fragmented landscape of energy science.
The most important step for science and the whole transformation process is thus the construction of a “flexible” master plan with clear boundary regulations and a maximum of scientific, technological and economic freedom for realization of opportunities. In Europe little is done to define or orchestrate such a process at the time of writing this article.

Science may motivate the relevant discussion with conceptual suggestions how to direct the already started transformation tearing apart the formerly compact energy system into many parts with un-coordinated actions. From the viewpoint of chemistry and summarizing the analysis given above it is helpful to start with a target definition of the electricity system. Reasons for that are the excessive losses during fossil electricity generation with their large contribution of greenhouse gas emission (see Figure 5) and the substantial deployment of windmills or PV systems producing electricity as primary renewable energy source.

In Figure 10 an schematic outline of a transformation path of the German national electricity system is suggested using the representation of an annual load curve for electricity. Such a diagram is no master plan but can induce discussion about it. This representation ignores all aspects of temporal dynamics and regional specificity. It assumes the existence of a smart distribution grid capable of transporting energy bidirectional between users and generators who may switch their roles several times during a day.

Figure 10: Schematic representation of the German national electric grid load over a year (red). This is compared to the renewable electricity generation by wind onshore and offshore plus PV for the near future (blue) and for a possible foreseeable planning period (green). The slopes of the generation curves depend on the relative contributions of wind and PV and vary with geographic location and possibly with to be expected historic evolution (efficiency improvements, redistribution of generation technologies, addition of novel sources such as energy farming). For the longterm situation in region (A) a surplus of renewable electricity needs to be converted, in region (B) residual fossil sources are required to meet the demand.

The Figure illustrates in the possibly simplest form the challenge of integration between demand and volatile generation. The areas between the red curve in Figure 10 and the other curves represent the power required or to be stored with respect to a stable demand structure.
One may conclude the following items for a master plan.

(1) It may not be most useful to define the grid and storage options such as to harvest the complete generation capacity of renewable sources: the steepness of the generation curve suggests to omit the top 5-10% of the power generation for its exceedingly uneconomical use of the necessary capacities in transportation and storage.

(2) This top surplus may either be discarded or may be used locally for either incentivizing new uses (imagine to give away excess electricity for free on plug-in hybrid vehicles being plugged in) or for very cheap storage such as local heating systems. Here a large field for marketing activities opens if one is prepared to give away some of the cheapest electricity locally for unloading the burden on the national energy system.

(3) There will be always a gap in supply that is best filled with dynamical fossil sources as long as fuel is economically available. Otherwise energy storage and re-generation of electricity is necessary which can solve the problem but is uneconomical as long as fossil sources are operational.

(4) The surplus of electricity with acceptable temporal availability should be used for storage. A mixture of solutions is probably required to optimize the economic as well as the grid stability. Thermo-mechanical systems for regeneration of electricity or for heating/cooling applications may co-exist with chemical energy conversion in all its variants discussed above.

(5) The re-generation of electricity from chemical energy storage is a quite wasteful overall process and should be avoided as long as the supply gaps can be filled with fossil sources. The use of the chemicals form CEC in other parts of the energy system such as for production of fuels for mobility or as raw material basis for the chemical industry or to utilize CO₂ emissions from large non-energetic sources (blast furnaces, cement ovens) through hydrogenation with H₂ from electrolysis are all viable options with better economics as judged today.

(6) The implementation of energy storage and in particular of chemical energy storage is a long-term target if we consider the maturity of world-scale technologies and the economic aspects. It is, however the prerequisite for mastering the energy challenge in times where little or no fossil resources are left.

(7) The lever of such advanced combined electricity-other energetic use concepts in other parts of the world with different energy systems must not be underestimated; simply this effect may contribute to stabilizing the global energy systems much more than saving resources and emissions only in the German national system (see section on dimensions and dynamics).

(8) The prerequisite for a systemic approach towards integrated renewable energy is the existence of the bidirectional grid and its information sub-system. Constructing this system after considering the option of discarding peak loads from renewable energy generation is the first action ranging in higher priority than installing additional regenerative energy generation devices with high growth rates. This should be no excuse to go ahead in other parts of the energy system faster where technologies are further advanced such as in reducing energy use for heating/cooling or in the mobility sector. Their links to the electricity sector can be defined and managed through the master plan in such a way that no blockage between the segments should occur (e.g. double utilization of harvested energy or over-usage of scarce resources).
The sciences required for these technologies need to be advanced with high priority in the coming decade. This holds as well for new systems and their operation using existing technologies (distribution, smart grid, thermo-mechanical storage, batteries) as for the still much less advanced chemical energy conversion systems where we still lack substantial fractions of fundamental knowledge. Thus a national sub-master plan for advancement of science and technology is needed taking also into account the international advances and possibilities of co-operation.

Design and operation of a system as sketched in Figure 10 is at conflict with the present regulatory system in many points. A reconsideration of the national and at least European regulatory system for the evolution of regional energy systems is vital for this transformation pathway or for alternatives. The concept of a systemic approach with dynamical boundary conditions is adverse to the present set of strict and punctual regulatory subsystems with multiple contradictions in their effects due to their lack of coherent design and function.

Conclusions

The transformation of the energy system into a sustainable operation that offers reliable supply to everybody and for all purposes is a massive challenge as the present fossil system is already highly complicated. It represents a convolution of technical, economic, regulatory and societal factors. Any attempt to transform energy generation without taking this system character into account is doomed for failure. We thus need a broad discussion about targets and boundary conditions of the energy system that should be cast into guidelines by politics. These guiding lines must have medium-term stability but should be flexible to respond on fundamental external changes of the conditions in which the energy system is defined.

Science at large and chemistry in particular will have to deliver a set of novel energy conversion technologies with high standards in stability, scalability and sustainability. Whereas in some areas the necessary fundamental knowledge is already developed and advanced technological optimizations can be carried out it is still hard to design chemical energy conversion processes based on a quantitative understanding of underlying elementary reactions. This deficit should be removed with substantial effort even if no immediate practical solution will emerge from it. We further need continuous blue skies research in energy conversion in order to widen our library of options from which technology can choose. A prominent example of this is the nuclear fusion technology where we should arrive at proven demonstration plants before we decide over the fate of this approach. It is a general observation that in many new technologies statements on performance and potential risks are given without solid and experimental verification. Sufficient demonstration experiments at grid level dimensions are needed to bring back the discussion on technologies on reliable grounds.

There is no fundamental reason to believe that the energy challenge cannot be met. The sun provides enough energy and we have a set of technologies that convert this primary energy into free energy useful for our societal activities. The missing technologies for the complete systemic operation will occur over time. The most critical factors are outside the science and technology arena. Lack of information and poor management of expectations together with limited insight into temporal and economic dimensions present the main challenges for moving forward with the energy transformation. An observation of the author in this respect is that our society exhibits a complex behavior on judging about risks and ethics of technologies such as the energy system. A more open and information-based discussion may replace the partly ideological debate that creates many adverse influences on the evolution of science and technologies at a pre-mature stage.
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